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RE: As Elon goes all-in for Trump, a reminder that Rs used to *hate* social media bias

Since officially endorsing Donald Trump for president just over a week ago, Elon Musk has
repeatedly elevated pro-Trump misinformation and AI-generated content on X, unabashedly
added custom icons to pro-Trump hashtags, and possibly restricted users from following
pro-Harris accounts.

Meanwhile Republicans, who have been staunch objectors of social media bias — going as far as
to haul Mark Zuckerberg and other tech execs in front of Congress to answer their unproven
claims – are noticeably silent.

X’s descent into a far-right communications platform leaves the Internet electorate and public at
large with fewer sources of credible and accurate information – an alarming trend of social media
platforms fracturing our media environment further, just months away from an election where the
future of our democracy is at stake.

During Trump’s first presidential bid, unproven claims of platform censorship became part of
the GOP brand.

● In 2020, Trump repeatedly claimed that Twitter, Facebook, and other platforms were
trying to “totally silence conservatives.” That false narrative soon became a GOP rallying
cry, dividing the American public and being echoed by prominent conservative leaders
like Rep. Jim Jordan.

● In 2022, after being suspended from Facebook and Twitter for using her accounts to
spread misinformation about the COVID-19 vaccine, Rep. Majorie Taylor Greene and her
followers accused the platforms of trying to censor her political views.

● Congressional Republicans have held numerous hearings and even introduced legislation
to crack down on what they claim is partisan censorship by Big Tech platforms. Last year,
Senator Marco Rubio even took a swing at the administration saying, “Since taking office,
Biden officials have urged social-media companies to silence conservative viewpoints….”

Musk’s purchase of Twitter — billed as an opportunity to reverse so-called “anti-conservative
bias” — has turned the platform into a far-right hellscape.

● In his first few months of leadership, Musk froze content moderation tools and slashed
thousands of employees on Twitter’s trust and safety teams just days before the 2022
midterm elections. Those moves increased the number of antisemitic posts by more than
106% and began spoonfeeding other types of racist & incendiary content to users.

● In November of 2022, Musk invited Trump back onto Twitter after he used the platform to
incite the January 6th insurrection. That decision would pave the way for other far-right
users to return to the platform, including Andrew Tate and Rep. Majorie Taylor Greene.

https://x.com/elonmusk/status/1812256998588662068?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1812256998588662068%7Ctwgr%5Ed9277f3b2d97262a63ffc0d211afd9eaa14518f0%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usatoday.com%2Fstory%2Fnews%2Fpolitics%2Felections%2F2024%2F07%2F15%2Felon-musk-45-million-donation-trump-super-pac%2F74418715007%2F
https://www.congress.gov/118/meeting/house/115561/documents/HHRG-118-IF16-20230328-SD028.pdf
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2020/08/19/most-americans-think-social-media-sites-censor-political-viewpoints/
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-54698186
https://www.vox.com/recode/22867140/marjorie-taylor-greene-facebook-twitter-suspension-big-tech-content-moderation
https://www.rubio.senate.gov/icymi-rubio-advances-bill-to-end-government-censorship/
https://www.rubio.senate.gov/icymi-rubio-advances-bill-to-end-government-censorship/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/27/technology/elon-musk-twitter-deal-complete.html
https://thehill.com/opinion/technology/3273956-musk-says-twitter-is-biased-against-conservatives-facts-say-otherwise/
https://thehill.com/opinion/technology/3273956-musk-says-twitter-is-biased-against-conservatives-facts-say-otherwise/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-11-01/twitter-limits-content-enforcement-tools-as-us-election-looms
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/04/technology/elon-musk-twitter-layoffs.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/04/technology/elon-musk-twitter-layoffs.html
https://www.isdglobal.org/isd-publications/antisemitism-on-twitter-before-and-after-elon-musks-acquisition/
https://www.npr.org/2022/11/19/1131351535/elon-musk-allows-donald-trump-back-on-twitter
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/twitter-accounts-reinstated-elon-musk-donald-trump-kanye-ye-jordan-peterson-kathy-griffin-andrew-tate/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/twitter-accounts-reinstated-elon-musk-donald-trump-kanye-ye-jordan-peterson-kathy-griffin-andrew-tate/


● Since endorsing Trump for President in a tweet on July 13th, Musk has repeatedly used
his account to elevate absurd pro-Trump content including an AI-generated video
showing Donald Trump killing President Biden with the caption “Best AI video to date!”
that had been viewed 152.2M times by Monday evening, retweeting conspiracy theories
from known QAnon supporters and extreme right-wing commenters, and creating the
first-ever partisan custom emoji in support of Donald Trump.

● On Sunday night and Monday morning reports emerged that Twitter was possibly
preventing users from following the official account of presumptive Democratic nominee
Harris’s presidential campaign @KamalaHQ.

As Musk’s leadership of X and unprecedented political pandering reveal ideological bias,
conservatives who cried for fairness and objectivity are conspicuously silent.

● Conservatives like Marjorie Taylor Greene and Ron DeSantis have made names for
themselves pushing claims that the “liberal” leanings of platform leaders made it
impossible for them to objectively moderate content. They claimed that social media
platforms were censoring Republican voices, even when hearing after hearing, and
countless third-party reviews proved their ridiculous claims were just that.

● With X, Musk has a demonstrated history of slashing trust and safety teams and
introducing policies that strategically paved the way for far-right propaganda and
disinformation to explode on the platform. Now, despite the billionaire’s
mega-endorsement and ever-growing list of cozy relationships with folks on the far
right, conservatives’ concerns of bias and influence seem to have vanished.

https://x.com/elonmusk/status/1814676935588344300
https://x.com/elonmusk/status/1815087759838806200
https://x.com/elonmusk/status/1814340751943512190
https://mashable.com/article/elon-musk-x-twitter-pro-trump-custom-hashtag-icon
https://x.com/David_Leavitt/status/1815228480717488196
https://newrepublic.com/post/184097/trump-elon-musk-causing-kamala-harris-problems
https://www.congress.gov/118/meeting/house/115561/documents/HHRG-118-IF16-20230328-SD028.pdf
https://www.businessinsider.com/donald-trump-jd-vance-elon-musk-tucker-carlson-david-sacks-2024-7
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2023/04/19/elon-musk-tucker-carlson-00092904

